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Paula Jerome Designs Exquisite jewelry
collection

 Paula Jerome Designs introduces beautiful collections, pleasing to the eye and to

the earth. These contemporary pieces, inspired by founder Paula Jerome’s

spirituality and connection with nature, are produced using eco-friendly methods that

protect our environment.  Visit www.paulajerome.com.

With significant meaning in each of her works, Paula Jerome pours strength and

sensitivity into the lives of the women who wear them.  She uses the “lost wax casting

method” with 100% recycled sterling silver and 14K gold.  The water used in this

method, is placed into containers and dried by the sun instead of being poured into

the ground.

Paula Jerome’s jewelry offers exquisite design and character with symbolism behind

each necklace, earring, bracelet, pin and charm.  The Gratitude Collection,

featuring Ms. Jerome’s signature Tree of Life design, represents appreciation for the

life we have been given.  Employing the ancient heraldic symbol for happiness,

the Leaf collection embodies constant renewal and inspires change for those who

wear it.  The simple, yet elegant Geometric Collection includes classic pieces with

an edgy twist, perfect for day or evening wear.  Boldly beautiful,

the Snowflake collection features intricate jewelry that boasts a three-sided design.

The Charms Collection showcases a series of iconic symbols that are

representative of Ms. Jerome’s childhood summers in Atlantic City.  The Atlantic City

Charms include Fralinger’s salt water taffy, a vintage Atlantic City postcard, and Lucy

the Elephant. They are instant keepsakes and were designed as a labor of love to

honor the fond memories and simpler times of the artist’s childhood. Ms. Jerome

recently expanded her line to include a Men’s Collection of fine cufflinks and lapel

pins that have garnered rave reviews for their exceptional quality and design.
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